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103(4) 559-583, 2001.
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Share of Women in Fortune 500 Source (Catalyst Survey 2009)
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Figure 2
Opposite-Gender Aversion According to Female Share
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Note: P = probability of turnover; z = (# female top managers within occupation);
fshare = female share within an Noccupation. dP/dz (how much turnover
probability change when the number of opposite gender managers within the
same occupation increase). dP/dz is computed for male and female workers.
It is also computed for three occupation groups. To read this figure, the first
gray bar shows that in occupations where female share is less than 10%, when
the number of female managers within the same occupation increases, male
workers’ turnover probability decreases (or 19%. The second bar shows that
in occupations where female share is less than 10%, when the number of
male managers within the same occupation increases, female works’ turnover
probability increases by 0.3%.

Perhaps more importantly, the
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share of female workers (Figure 2).
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3 Catalyst 2007 Census of Women Corporate Officers and Top Earners of the Fortune 500, available from (as of 05-07-2009)
http://www.catalyst.org/publication/13/2007-catalyst-census-of-women-corporate-officers-and-top-earners-of-thefortune-500.
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